About Colin Drury
Colin Drury BA MBA ACMA is Emeritus Professor at Huddersfield University and a leading
textbook author for a generation of accounting students. His books have been widely
recommended by the main professional accounting bodies for their examinations. He is an
active researcher and published in the main peer-reviewed journals including Management
Accounting Research and European Accounting Review, with his research focusing on the
application of management accounting techniques in British industry.
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Our bestselling text by Colin Drury covers the theory and practice
of management and cost accounting. Offering a balanced approach
between a description of accounting techniques and principles
involved in evaluating management and cost accounting systems,
the text provides a framework of understanding that makes sense.
The 9th edition has been thoroughly reviewed to rewrite, simplify
and improve the presentation of material in a way that engages
with students.
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Drury Hallmark Features include:

•• Real World Views that help demonstrate theory in

practice and the practical application of accounting
in real companies around the world.

•• Worked Examples that illustrate accounting

techniques and information to make these more
clear for students to grasp.

•• Key Examination Points provide tips for students
completing accountancy exams with regards to
specific chapter content.

•• Review Questions enable students to assess their
understanding of the main topics in the chapter.

•• Review Problems are more complex and require
students to relate chapter content to various
business problems. These are presented with
levels of difficulty signposting.

•• Advanced Reading Sections are highlighted

using a vertical green line so that students can
avoid or read this depending on requirement of
in-depth knowledge.

•• Recommended Reading at the end of chapters

provide advice on key articles or books to guide
students in their pursuit of understanding topics
and issues in more depth.
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Packed with up-to-date Q&A material, this Student Manual
is the ideal learning companion workbook to accompany
Management and Cost Accounting 9e. The 9th edition has
been extensively rewritten and provides additional review
problems with fully worked solutions. It is available on its
own or as part of a pack with the main text.
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A popular MBA choice and a classic in its field,
Management Accounting for Business is the ideal
introductory text for non-specialist students
studying management accounting within business
courses at both undergraduate and MBA levels.
It provides students with a foundation in the theory
and practice of management accounting and
emphasises its role in making business decisions.
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Online Support for Lecturers and Students
There is a wealth of online resources offered to lecturers and students including:
A dedicated instructor website containing; an Instructor’s Manual, ExamView Testbank,
PPT Slides, Teaching Notes and downloadable figures and tables.

Access to CourseMate, our companion student website, is free with a book purchase and includes
an interactive eBook, Learning Notes, a Guide to Excel, a bank of Case Studies, Spreadsheet
Exercises and various forms of self-assessment material.
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Cost and Management Accounting 8e has been carefully updated to
ensure it precisely fits the latest course and examination requirements.
It covers both theory and practice and encompasses all the basic topics
needed on an introductory course. It has been compiled based on the
need for a text that covers the required ground in an academically
sound manner without covering more advanced material that might
overwhelm some students.
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Cost and Management Accounting 8e contains the first 15 chapters of
Drury’s Management and Cost Accounting 9e.
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DRURY’S DIGITAL OFFERINGS
Why MindTap?

For the first time Drury’s Management and
Cost Accounting 9e has been developed
into a fully online, customisable course.
Thanks to MindTap’s carefully curated
material, you get the precise content and
ground-breaking tools and applications
you need to engage students and
promote critical thinking for your
Accounting course.

The Power of Personalisation
Nobody knows how to engage your students
better than you do, so don’t settle for static
course content. MindTap’s innovative
personalisation tools allow you to customise
every element of your course - from
rearranging the Table of Contents to inserting
videos, comments, activities and more into the
MindTap Reader itself.
Real-Time Analytics
Don’t stay in the dark about students’ level of
comprehension until after the first exams.
Promote positive outcomes by tracking
students in real time and tailoring your course
and lectures as needed based on the analytics.
Improved Workflow Saves You Time
You don’t need to spend valuable time curating
fresh content for each of your courses, every
semester. You improve workflow and save time
when planning lessons with all of the trusted,
most current content you need in one place.

Cengage Learning’s Aplia is a web-based assessment and homework tool that
significantly improves outcomes and elevates thinking by increasing student
effort and engagement. Developed by teachers and used by more than
1,000,000 students, Aplia assignments connect concepts to the real world
and focus on the unique course challenges facing Accounting students.
Features include:

•• An embedded eBook
•• An easy-to-use course management system
•• Personalised customer support
•• Automatically graded chapter assignments with
instant detailed feedback

